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Subject: averaging procedures for, and interpretation of numerical 
simulations of turbulent flows.

Suggestion: spatial smoothing/coarse-graining/filtering with a 
Gaussian kernel is a mathematically sound and physically appealing 
procedure that retains the spatial structure of the mean fields.

This averaging procedure does not satisfy the Reynolds rules of 
averaging and yet is self-consistent both mathematically and 
physically .
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Specific background: 

MHD simulations of the supernova-driven, 

multi-phase interstellar medium & dynamo action 



3D, non-ideal, fully nonlinear, compressible MHD + heat & kinetic energy 
sources, radiative cooling, rotational velocity shear, external gravity



Gent, Shukurov, Fletcher, Sarson & Mantere, MNRAS, 2013
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Separating the mean magnetic field

and the fluctuations



What would an observer do?   (neglect the Reynolds rules)

Smoothing (first, with the telescope beam), 

 perhaps Gaussian smoothing, or a sliding average.

 But at what smoothing scale?

What are theoreticians doing?

E.g., horizontal averaging:                                                .

 only varies with z at an uncontrollable scale,

 as neither in observations nor in the standard theory.

Other approaches: azimuthal averages, filtering in Fourier space (does not 
satisfy the Reynolds rules).





Smoothing versus horizontal averaging

The Reynolds rules for the mean, e.g.,

are satisfied by the horizontal averaging, but not by smoothing/volume averaging
(unless the mean and the fluctuations have widely separated scales).

The difficulty resolved by using statistical (ensemble) averages in theory and 
smoothing in experiments with good scale separation between the mean fields 
and the fluctuations.

Modern numerical simulations: 
statistical averaging requires 103’s or 106’s independent runs,
scale separation can only be modest at best.



This work: volume averaging (smoothing/filtering/coarse-graining)

with a Gaussian kernel of a scale l





Is Gaussian smoothing useful?

YES, but with proper care (Germano, JFM, 1992). 



Using the smoothing/coarse-graining/filtering

The algebraic structure of the MHD equations is the same under ensemble 
averaging and any linear filter commuting with spatial and temporal derivatives 
(the averaging invariance of the turbulent equations  Germano 1992).

Well-developed formalism widely used in Large Eddy Simulations
Germano, JFM, 238, 325, 1992;      Aluie, New J. Phys., 19, 025005, 2017

and turbulence theory
Greg Eyink, John Hopkins Univ., Baltimore



A systematic procedure







Selection of the smoothing scale

l  l0  100 pc, the turbulent correlation scale. 

l = 2l0 ?    l = 3l0 ?    l = ½l0 ? 

l, pc

t  = 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 Gyr
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Growth of the mean and random magnetic fields: 
Gaussian smoothing vs. horizontal average



Conclusions

Quantitative results and interpretations do depend on how the 
mean field is defined.

Given the variety of the definitions, it is perhaps not surprising 
that most/all of numerical results agree poorly with theory 
developed for the ensemble-averaged field.

Gaussian smoothing + Germano’s formalism appears to be one of 
physically justifiable approaches.
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